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General

Unless the context otherwise indicates, references in this report to the terms “MongoDB,” the “Company,” “we,” “our” and “us” refer to MongoDB,
Inc., its divisions and its subsidiaries. All information presented herein is based on our fiscal calendar. Unless otherwise stated, references to particular
years, quarters, months or periods refer to the Company’s fiscal years ended January 31 and the associated quarters, months and periods of those fiscal
years.

Trademarks

“MongoDB” and the MongoDB leaf logo and other trademarks or service marks of MongoDB, Inc. appearing in this Annual Report on Form 10-K
(this “Form 10-K”) are the property of MongoDB, Inc. This Form 10-K contains additional trade names, trademarks and service marks of others, which are
the property of their respective owners. Solely for convenience, trademarks and trade names referred to in this Form 10-K may appear without the ® or
™ symbols.

Special Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements

This Form 10-K contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities
Act”) and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), that are based on our management’s beliefs and
assumptions and on information currently available to our management. Forward-looking statements are inherently subject to risks and uncertainties,
some of which cannot be predicted or quantified. All statements other than present and historical facts and conditions contained in this Form 10-K,
including statements regarding our future results of operations and financial position, business strategy, plans and our objectives for future operations, are
forward-looking statements. In some cases, you can identify forward-looking statements by terminology such as “anticipate,” “believe,” “can,” “continue,”
“could,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” “may,” “might,” “objective,” “ongoing,” “plan,” “potential,” “predict,” “project,” “should,” “will,” or “would,” or the
negative or plural of these terms or other comparable terminology. Actual events or results may differ from those expressed in these forward-looking
statements and these differences may be material and adverse. Forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements about:

• our future operating and financial performance, ability to generate positive cash flow and ability to achieve and sustain profitability;

• our ability to successfully anticipate and satisfy customer demands, including through the introduction of new features, products or services and
the provision of professional services;

• the effects of increased competition in our market;

• our ability to expand our sales and marketing organization and to scale our business, including entering into new markets and managing our
international expansion;

• the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and any associated economic downturn on our future operating and financial performance;

• our ability to continue to build and maintain credibility with the developer community; 

• our ability to attract and retain customers to use our products;

• our ability to maintain, protect, enforce and enhance our intellectual property;

• the growth and expansion of the market for database products and our ability to penetrate such market;

• our ability to maintain the security of our software and adequately address privacy concerns;

• our ability to accurately forecast our sales cycle and make changes to our pricing model;

• our ability to form new and expand existing strategic partnerships;

• the attraction and retention of highly skilled and key personnel;

• our ability to enhance our brand;

• our ability to effectively manage our growth and future expenses and maintain our corporate culture; and



• our ability to comply with modified or new laws and regulations applying to our business.

We have based the forward-looking statements contained in this Form 10-K primarily on our current expectations and projections about future
events and trends that we believe may affect our business, financial condition, results of operations, prospects, business strategy and financial needs.
The outcome of the events described in these forward-looking statements is subject to risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other factors described in
the section titled “Risk Factors” and elsewhere in this Form 10-K. These risks are not exhaustive. Other sections of this Form 10-K include additional
factors that could adversely affect our business and financial performance. Moreover, we operate in a very competitive and rapidly changing environment.
New risks and uncertainties emerge from time to time and it is not possible for us to predict all risks and uncertainties that could have an impact on the
forward-looking statements contained in this Form 10-K. We cannot assure you that the results, events and circumstances reflected in the forward-
looking statements will be achieved or occur, and actual results, events or circumstances could differ materially from those described in the forward-
looking statements. In light of the significant uncertainties in these forward-looking statements, you should not regard these statements as a
representation or warranty by us or any other person that we will achieve our objectives and plans in any specified time frame or at all. 

In addition, statements that “we believe” and similar statements reflect our beliefs and opinions on the relevant subject. These statements are
based upon information available to us as of the date of this Form 10-K and while we believe such information forms a reasonable basis for such
statements, such information may be limited or incomplete and our statements should not be read to indicate that we have conducted an exhaustive
inquiry into, or review of, all potentially available relevant information. These statements are inherently uncertain and investors are cautioned not to
unduly rely upon these statements.

The forward-looking statements made in this Form 10-K relate only to events as of the date on which such statements are made. We undertake no
obligation to update any forward-looking statements after the date of this Form 10-K or to conform such statements to actual results or revised
expectations, except as required by law.

This Form 10-K contains market data and industry forecasts that were obtained from industry publications. These data and forecasts involve a
number of assumptions and limitations and you are cautioned not to give undue weight to such information. We have not independently verified any third-
party information. While we believe the market position, market opportunity and market size information included in this Form 10-K is generally reliable,
such information is inherently imprecise.

PART I

Item 1. Business

Overview

MongoDB is the leading modern, general purpose database platform. Our robust platform enables developers to build and modernize applications
rapidly and cost-effectively across a broad range of use cases. Organizations can deploy our platform at scale in the cloud, on-premise, or in a hybrid
environment. Through our unique document-based architecture, we are able to address the needs of organizations for performance, scalability, flexibility
and reliability while maintaining the strengths of legacy databases. Our business model combines the developer mindshare and adoption benefits of open
source with the economic benefits of a proprietary software subscription business model.

Software applications are redefining how organizations across industries engage with their customers, operate their businesses and compete with
each other. To compete effectively in today’s global, data-driven market environment, organizations must provide their end-users with applications that
capture and leverage the vast volumes and varieties of available data. As a result, the software developers who build and maintain these applications are
increasingly influential in organizations and demand for their talent has grown substantially. Consequently, organizations of all sizes and industries and
across geographies have significantly increased investment in developers with the strategic goal of improving the organization’s pace of innovation and
competitive position.

A database is at the heart of every software application. Every software application requires a database to store, organize and process data. Large
organizations can have tens of thousands of applications and associated databases. A database directly impacts an application's performance,
scalability, flexibility and reliability. As a result, selecting a database is a highly strategic decision that directly affects developer productivity, application
performance and organizational competitiveness.



Legacy relational databases were first developed in the 1970s and their underlying architecture remains largely unchanged even though the nature
of applications, how they are deployed and their role in business have evolved dramatically. Modern software development is highly iterative and requires
flexibility. Relational databases were not built to support the volume, variety and velocity of data being generated today, hindering application
performance and developer productivity. In a relational database environment, developers are often required to spend significant time fixing and
maintaining the linkages between modern applications and the rigid database structures that are inherent in relational offerings. Further, relational
databases were built before cloud computing was popularized and were not designed for “always-on” globally distributed deployments. These factors
have left developers and their organizations in need of more agile and effective database alternatives. A number of non-relational database alternatives,
sometimes called NoSQL, have attempted to address the limitations of relational databases, but they have not achieved widespread developer
mindshare and marketplace adoption due to technical trade-offs in their product architectures and the resulting compromises developers are required to
make in application development. When we refer to a modern database, we are referring to a database that was originally commercialized after the year
2000 and that is designed for globally distributed deployments.

Our unique platform combines the best of both relational and non-relational databases. We believe our core platform differentiation is driven by our
ability to address the needs of organizations for performance, scalability, flexibility and reliability while maintaining the strengths of relational databases.
Our document-based architecture enables developers to manage data in a more natural way, making it easy and intuitive for developers to rapidly and
cost-effectively build, modernize, deploy and maintain applications, thereby increasing the pace of innovation within an organization. Customers can run
our platform in any environment, depending on their operational requirements: fully managed as a service or self-managed in the cloud, on-premise or in
a hybrid environment.

The database market is one of the largest in the software industry. According to IDC, the worldwide database software market, which it refers to as
the data management software market, is forecast to be $71 billion in 2020 growing to approximately $97 billion in 2023, representing an 11% compound
annual growth rate. Legacy database vendors have historically dominated this market. We believe this market is one of the few within the enterprise
technology stack that has yet to be disrupted by a modern alternative, creating our opportunity.

To encourage developer usage, familiarity and adoption of our platform, we offer Community Server, a free-to-download version of our database
that is analogous to a “freemium” offering. This allows developers to evaluate our platform in a frictionless manner, which we believe has contributed to
our platform's popularity among developers and driven enterprise adoption of our subscription offering. Prior to October 2018, we offered Community
Server under the GNU Affero General Public License version 3 (the “AGPL”). In October 2018, we issued a new software license, the Server Side Public
License (the “SSPL”), for all versions of Community Server released after that date. Both the SSPL and the AGPL grant licensees broad freedom to view,
use, copy, modify and redistribute the source code of Community Server provided certain conditions are met. The SSPL is based on the AGPL but
includes an explicit condition that any organization using Community Server to offer MongoDB as a third-party service must open source the software
that it uses to offer such service.

The economic attractiveness of our subscription-based model is driven by customer renewals and increasing existing customer subscriptions over
time, referred to as land-and-expand. Unlike software companies built around third-party open source projects, we own the intellectual property of our
offerings since we are the creators of the software, enabling our proprietary software subscription business model. Owning the intellectual property of our
offering also allows us to retain control over our future product roadmap, including the determination of which features are included in our free or paid
offerings.

Our Solution

The key differentiators of our platform include:

We Built a Modern Platform for Applications.   

Our founders were frustrated by the challenges of working with legacy database offerings. Our platform was built to address these challenges while
maintaining the best aspects of relational databases, allowing developers both to build new, modern applications that could not be built on relational
databases and to more quickly and easily modernize existing applications. While the percentage varies from quarter to quarter, over the course of the
past fiscal year, approximately one quarter of our new business related to MongoDB Enterprise Advanced, our primary subscription offering, resulted
from applications that were migrated from legacy relational databases. Core features and capabilities of our platform include:



• Performance.  We deliver the extreme throughput and predictable low-latency required by the most demanding applications and leverage
modern server architectures, delivering millions of operations per second. 

• Scalability.  Our architecture scales horizontally across thousands of servers, supporting petabytes of data and millions of users in a globally
distributed environment. It is easy to add capacity to our platform in a modular, predictable and cost-efficient manner. 

• Flexibility and Control.  MongoDB's intelligent distributed systems architecture enables users to easily place data where their applications and
users need it. MongoDB can be run within and across geographically distributed data centers and cloud regions, providing levels of scalability,
workload isolation and data locality to meet today's modern application requirements.

• Reliability.  Our platform includes the critical, advanced security features and fault-tolerance that enterprises demand. It was built to operate in a
globally distributed environment for “always-on” applications. 

We Built Our Platform for Developers.  

MongoDB was built by developers for developers. We architected our platform with robust functionality and made it easy and intuitive for
developers to build, modernize, deploy and maintain applications rapidly and cost-effectively, thereby increasing developer productivity. Our document-
based architecture enables developers to manage and interact with data in a more natural way than legacy alternatives. As a result, developers can
focus on the application and end-user experience, as they do not have to spend significant time fixing and maintaining the linkages between the
application and a rigid relational database structure. We also develop and maintain drivers in all leading programming languages, allowing developers to
interact with our platform using the programming language of their choice, further increasing developer productivity. According to the Stack Overflow
Annual Developer Survey, in 2017, 2018 and 2019, more developers wanted to work with MongoDB than any other database.

Customers of MongoDB Atlas, our multi-cloud offering, enjoy the benefits of consuming MongoDB as a service in the public cloud, further enabling
developers to focus on their application performance and end-user experience, rather than the back-end infrastructure lifecycle management. With
MongoDB Atlas, organizations only have to manage how their applications use the database and are freed from the tasks of infrastructure provisioning,
operating system configuration, upgrades and more. As a result, MongoDB Atlas unlocks higher levels of developer productivity, allowing organizations
to innovate more quickly to better serve their own customers and to capitalize on new business opportunities.

We Allow Customers to Run Any Application Anywhere.   

As a general purpose database, we support applications across a wide range of use cases. Our software is easily configurable, allowing customers
to adjust settings and parameters to optimize performance for a specific application and use case. Customers can run our platform in any environment,
depending on their operational requirements: fully managed as a service or self-managed in the cloud, on-premise or in a hybrid environment. Customers
can deploy our platform in any of the major public cloud alternatives, providing them with increased flexibility and cost-optimization opportunities by
preventing public cloud vendor lock-in. Customers have a consistent experience regardless of infrastructure, providing optionality, flexibility and
efficiency.

Key Customer Benefits

Our platform delivers the following key business benefits for our customers:

• Maximize Competitive Advantage through Software and Data.   Our platform is built to support modern applications, allowing organizations to
harness the full power of software and data to drive competitive advantage. Developers use our platform to build new, operational and customer-
facing applications, including applications that cannot be built on legacy databases. As a result, our platform can help drive our customers’ ability
to compete, improve end-user satisfaction, increase their revenue and gain market share. 

• Increase Developer Productivity.   By empowering developers to build and modernize applications quickly and cost-efficiently, we enable
developers’ agility, accelerating the time-to-revenue for new products. Our platform’s document-based architecture and intuitive drivers make
developing and iterating on applications very efficient on our platform, increasing developer productivity. MongoDB Atlas allows developers to
focus on how their applications use the database, application performance and end-user experience, rather than the database



infrastructure management including provisioning, operating system configuration, upgrades, monitoring and backups.

• Deliver High Reliability for Mission-Critical Deployments.   Our platform is designed to support mission-critical applications by being fault-
tolerant and always-on, reducing downtime for our customers and minimizing the risk of lost revenue. Also, given the competitive criticality of
applications today, we designed our platform to enable better end-user experiences. 

• Reduce Total Cost of Ownership.   The speed and efficiency of application development using our platform, coupled with decreased developer
resources required for application maintenance, can result in a dramatic reduction in the total cost of ownership for enterprises. In addition, our
platform runs on commodity hardware, requires less oversight and management from operations personnel and can operate in the cloud or other
low-cost environments, leading to reduced application-related overhead costs for our customers. By allowing customers to remove themselves
from the complexity of managing the database and related underlying infrastructure, MongoDB Atlas can further reduce total cost of ownership.

Our Growth Strategy

We are pursuing our large market opportunity with growth strategies that include:

• Acquiring New Customers.  We believe there is a substantial opportunity to continue to grow our customer base. We benefit from word-of-
mouth awareness and frictionless experimentation by the developer community through our Community Server offering. As a result, our self-
serve and direct sales prospects are often familiar with our platform and may have already built applications using our technology. While we sell
to organizations of all sizes across a broad range of industries, our key sales focus is on enterprises that invest more heavily in software
application development and deployment. These organizations have a greater need for databases and, in the largest enterprises, can have tens
of thousands of applications and associated databases. We plan to continue to invest in our direct sales force to grow our larger enterprise
subscription base, both domestically and internationally.

• Driving Usage of MongoDB Atlas.  MongoDB Atlas, our hosted multi-cloud offering, is an important part of our run-anywhere strategy. With
MongoDB Atlas, customers can enjoy the benefits of consuming MongoDB as a service in the public cloud, enabling customers to remove
themselves from the complexity of managing the database and related underlying infrastructure. We initially launched MongoDB Atlas in 2016
and generated revenue by migrating existing users of our Community Server. We offer tools to easily migrate existing users of our Community
Server offering to MongoDB Atlas. During 2018, we expanded the functionality available in MongoDB Atlas beyond that of our Community Server
offering, including adding advanced security features, enterprise-standard authentication and database auditing to MongoDB Atlas to allow
MongoDB Atlas to support mission-critical enterprise workloads. We continued to enhance the functionality of MongoDB Atlas during 2019,
including improving security, privacy and compliance capabilities such as customer identity federation, including single sign-on, as well as being
compliant with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and certified under the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) 27001 Security Standard. MongoDB Atlas is available on all three major cloud providers (Amazon Web Services (‘‘AWS’’),
Google Cloud Platform (‘‘GCP’’) and Microsoft Azure) in North America, Europe and Asia Pacific. We offer a free tier on AWS, GCP and
Microsoft Azure, which provides limited processing power and storage, in order to drive trial and adoption of MongoDB Atlas among developers.

• Expanding Sales Within Our Customer Base.   We seek to grow our sales with our customers in several ways. As an application grows and
requires additional capacity, our customers increase their spending on our platform. In addition, our customers may expand their subscriptions to
our platform as they migrate additional existing applications or build new applications, either within the same department or in other lines of
business or geographies. Also, as customers modernize their IT infrastructure and move to the cloud, they may migrate applications from legacy
databases. Even within our largest customers, we believe we typically represent a small percentage of their overall spend on databases,
reflecting our small market penetration. Our goal is to increase the number of customers that standardize on our database platform within their
organization, which can include offering centralized internal support for developers within the organization or the deployment of an internal
MongoDB-as-a-service offering. Our net ARR expansion rate, which has been over 120% for each of the last 20 fiscal quarters, demonstrates
our ability to expand within existing customers. See Part II, Item 7, Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of
Operations of this Form 10-K for a description of ARR and a discussion of our net ARR expansion rate.



• Extending Product Leadership and Introducing New Products.   We intend to continue to invest in our product offerings with the goal of
expanding the functionality and adoption of our platform. For example, in 2019, we released MongoDB 4.2, which added distributed transactions,
client-side field level encryption and an updated Kubernetes operator. The guiding principle of our product innovation is to help developers solve
more of their data challenges by utilizing our platform. In 2019, we announced MongoDB Atlas Data Lake, which increased the analytical
capabilities of our platform while allowing developers to work with both operational and archived data. We also announced MongoDB Atlas
Search, which brings search capabilities inside our operational database. In addition, we completed the acquisition of Realm, developers of a
leading mobile application database and data synchronization technology, which we plan to fully integrate with our platform to allow developers
to seamlessly work with data on mobile devices.

• Fostering the MongoDB Developer Community.  We have attracted a large and growing community of highly engaged developers, who have
downloaded our Community Server offering over 90 million times from our website since February 2009 and over 35 million times in the last 12
months alone. We believe that the engagement of developers increases our brand awareness. Many of these developers become proponents of
MongoDB within their organizations, which may result in new customers selecting our platform as well as expansion opportunities within existing
customers. Historically, we have invested in our community through active sponsorship of user groups, our annual MongoDB World user
conference, MongoDB University and other community-centered events. As of January 31, 2020, there were over one million MongoDB
University registrations. We intend to continue to invest in the MongoDB developer community, including creating an online developer hub.

• Growing and Cultivating Our Partner Ecosystem.   We have built a partner ecosystem of independent software vendors, systems integrators,
value added resellers, cloud and technology partners. For example, in 2019, we expanded our global partner ecosystem with the announcement
of a new partnership with Alibaba Cloud to offer an authorized MongoDB-as-a-Service solution to users in China for the first time. We have also
expanded our business partnerships with all three major cloud providers (AWS, GCP and Microsoft Azure). In addition, our technology
partnerships with companies such as Informatica have provided our customers with tools to help them modernize from legacy relational
databases to MongoDB which, along with our other technology partnerships, provide us with significant benefits, including lead generation, new
customer acquisition, marketplace fulfillment, accelerated deployment and additional customer support. We have also expanded our current
partnerships with independent software vendors and global systems integrators including IBM, Accenture, Infosys, HCL, Wipro, Cognizant,
Deloitte and Tata Consultancy Services. Our system integrator partners have also been valuable in working with organizations to migrate and
modernize applications to our platform, including leveraging the cloud with MongoDB Atlas. We intend to continue to expand and enhance our
partner relationships to grow our market presence and drive greater sales efficiency.

• Expanding Internationally.  We believe there is significant opportunity to continue to expand the use of our platform outside the United States.
During the fiscal years ended January 31, 2020, 2019 and 2018, revenue generated outside of the United States was 41%, 39% and 37% of our
total revenue. We intend to continue to expand our sales and drive adoption of our platform globally.

Our Culture

We believe our culture is critical to our success and has delivered tangible financial and operational benefits for our customers, our employees and
our stockholders. Our values guide our business, our product development, our practices and our brand. They are what we look for in every employee. As
our company continues to evolve and grow, these six values remain constant:

• Think Big, Go Far.   We are big dreamers with a passion for creativity. We eagerly pursue new opportunities and markets through innovation and
disruption. We have a pioneering spirit—always ready to forge new paths and take smart risks. 

• Make It Matter.  We are relentless in our pursuit of meaningful impact. We think strategically and are clear on what we are and are not trying to
do. We accomplish an amazing amount of important work and we are obsessed with follow through. 

• Embrace the Power of Differences.  We commit to creating a culture of inclusion by seeking and valuing employees from different
backgrounds and circumstances. This is cultivated by learning from and respecting each other’s differences. We firmly believe that everyone
deserves to feel valued and safe in the workplace and we
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